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Applications of quantum computing for investigations of
electronic transitions in phenylsulfonyl-carbazole TADF
emitters
Qi Gao 1,2✉, Gavin O. Jones 3✉, Mario Motta3, Michihiko Sugawara2, Hiroshi C. Watanabe 2, Takao Kobayashi1, Eriko Watanabe1,2,
Yu-ya Ohnishi2,4, Hajime Nakamura2,5 and Naoki Yamamoto2,6

A quantum chemistry study of the first singlet (S1) and triplet (T1) excited states of phenylsulfonyl-carbazole compounds, proposed
as useful thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) emitters for organic light emitting diode (OLED) applications, was
performed with the quantum Equation-Of-Motion Variational Quantum Eigensolver (qEOM-VQE) and Variational Quantum Deflation
(VQD) algorithms on quantum simulators and devices. These quantum simulations were performed with double zeta quality basis
sets on an active space comprising the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO, LUMO) of the TADF
molecules. The differences in energy separations between S1 and T1 (ΔEST) predicted by calculations on quantum simulators were
found to be in excellent agreement with experimental data. Differences of 17 and 88 mHa with respect to exact energies were
found for excited states by using the qEOM-VQE and VQD algorithms, respectively, to perform simulations on quantum devices
without error mitigation. By utilizing state tomography to purify the quantum states and correct energy values, the large errors
found for unmitigated results could be improved to differences of, at most, 4 mHa with respect to exact values. Consequently,
excellent agreement could be found between values of ΔEST predicted by quantum simulations and those found in experiments.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the major constraints of modern electronic structure
methods used for quantum chemical calculations on classical
computing architecture is the difficulty of finding eigenvalues of
eigenvectors of the electronic Hamiltonian1.
The advent of quantum computing, which has demonstrated

tremendous synergistic advances in both hardware and software
capabilities in recent years, may provide invaluable support in the
investigation of the electronic structure of molecules and
materials, especially with regards to dynamical properties.
Algorithms such as the phase estimation algorithm2 are expected
to one day enable practitioners to calculate the Full Configuration
Interaction (Full CI or FCI) energy of molecules in polynomial time
complexity, in comparison to exponential time currently required
for execution on classical computers3.
However, quantum computing is still, in many ways, a nascent

technology, and quantum devices are currently hamstrung by
noisiness and short decoherence times. Thus, instead of the
expensive phase estimation algorithm, less-demanding quantum
algorithms such as the Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE)
algorithm4 are currently being used to find eigenvalues for
approximate Ansätze suitable for constructing relatively short
circuits that can be used for quantum chemistry calculations5.
A number of quantum computing use cases for chemistry have

been investigated on quantum devices in the recent past. One of
the first applications highlighted the construction of ground-state
dissociation profiles of hydrogen, lithium hydride, and beryllium
hydride via computation using an IBM Q quantum device5.
Researchers have also performed computational studies on the
mechanism of the rearrangement of the lithium superoxide dimer

using larger devices6. In the latter case, the orbital determinants of
the stationary points were extensively examined to identify a
suitable orbital active space for which a reduced number of qubits
could be used for computation given the current limitations of
these devices. Simulations performed on classical hardware
reproduced calculations involving the exact eigensolver known
as Full Configuration Interaction (Full CI or FCI) for this process.
However, calculations performed on quantum devices using
hardware efficient Ansätze were less capable of reproducing
exact energies due to noise.
In addition to using the VQE algorithm to compute energies for

the dissociation profiles of molecules and the potential energy
surfaces for reactions, various algorithms, among them the
Quantum Equation-of-Motion VQE (qEOM-VQE)7 and Variational
Quantum Deflation (VQD) algorithms8, have been developed in
order to compute excited states of molecules. In particular,
Ollitrault et al. have demonstrated computation of the first three
excited states on the dissociation profile for lithium hydride on
IBM Quantum hardware7.
Here, we take an initial step towards the application of

algorithms such as VQE, qEOM-VQE, and VQD to determine
ground and excited state energies of industrially relevant
molecules. The subject of this study is thermally activated delayed
fluorescence (TADF) emitters suitable for organic light-emitting
diode (OLED) applications9. Once the separation between the first
singlet (S1) and triplet (T1) excited states (ΔEST) of such molecules is
sufficiently small, non-emissive T1 excitons can be thermally
excited to an emissive S1 state, providing the emission mechanism
of TADF emitters. The mechanism enables OLED devices
comprised of TADF emitters to potentially perform with 100%
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internal quantum efficiency, in contrast to devices comprising
conventional fluorophores for which the quantum efficiencies are
inherently limited to 25%. TADF emitters have been demonstrated
as next-generation emission materials for a range of fluorophores
and have been utilized in the fabrication of efficient OLEDs9–14.
In order to make TADF emitters commercially viable for OLED

displays, high quantum efficiency and stable TADF materials with
appropriate emission spectrum must be developed. While density
functional theory (DFT) has previously been utilized to help guide
the design of TADF emitters by calculating the efficiency and
emission spectrum of potential TADF materials14–19, the accuracy
of DFT methods for such simulations can be quite limited in some
cases. For example, DFT methods cannot reliably calculate the
high energy singlet and triplet excited states which are required to
investigate the mechanism of intersystem crossing in TADF
materials. Notably, although quantum algorithms have been
developed to simulate excited states on quantum devices, the
accuracy of such simulations has not been tested by benchmark-
ing against experimental data.
This manuscript aims to present guidelines on how to reliably

reproduce the exact values and predict properties involving
excited states for TADF materials by using currently available noisy
quantum devices with various quantum algorithms and error
mitigation schemes. The singlet-triplet gap, ΔEST, which is one of
the most important properties for designing high-performance
TADF materials, was chosen as a means to test the theoretical
calculations. We expect the procedures described in this manu-
script to be widely applicable to accurate predictions of singlet-
triplet gaps for many types of chemical systems.
A well-established strategy for the computational design of

TADF molecules involves identifying emitters in which the HOMO
and LUMO orbitals are spatially separated and localized on
appropriate moieties. Previous demonstrations have shown that a
series of phenylsulfonyl-9H-carbazole (PSPCz) molecules are useful
as TADF emitters due to the fact that the ΔEST of these molecules
can be finely tuned by modifying their electronic properties20. We
have elected to perform quantum chemical investigations on the

molecules, PSPCz, 2F-PSPCz, 4F-PSPCz (Figs. 1 and 2), using
quantum devices and simulators.
Notably, all three molecules of interest require the use of many

more qubits than are currently available on useful quantum
hardware or that can be reliably simulated using classical
architecture. Thus, qubit reduction techniques must be applied
in order to simulate the transition amplitudes of interest to this
study. We have reduced the number of spatial orbitals to those
that are absolutely necessary to describe the processes under
investigation and have thus focused on transitions involving the
HOMO and LUMO active space for each molecule (Fig. 2)21. This
strategy has allowed reduction of the number of required qubits
to just two after applying spin parity reduction.
Simulations involving the qEOM-VQE and VQD algorithms were

performed on classical devices using heuristic Ansätze, in order to
assess the accuracy of these techniques. Particular attention was
paid to comparisons with experimental data20, which indicate that
these procedures produce meaningful data for predicting the ΔEST
of TADF emitters. Moreover, we have shown that these simula-
tions can provide a detailed picture about how structural
variations in phenylsulfonyl/carbazole molecules tunes the S1
and T1 excitations. Finally, we have found that simulations
performed on a quantum device without error mitigation were
much less reliable than results provided by quantum simulators.
This is attributed to the fact that the quantum state of the ground
state predicted on devices is a mixed state. We have explored
various strategies to solve this issue and have found that the most
accurate procedure involves the use of state tomography to purify
the mixed ground state obtained from the quantum device prior
to application of readout error mitigation to the calculation
involving the excited state. We note that, in principle, the state
tomography purification approach can be applied to other
methods for computing excited states on quantum
computers22,23.
Our work showcases the use of quantum hardware to simulate

excited states of an important class of industrial materials, TADF
emitters, by utilizing an active space Hamiltonian. Our results
indicate that by combining our proposed error mitigation scheme
with quantum algorithms, current quantum devices could be of
practical use for the prediction of the properties of interest. Since
the state tomography purification approach used in our proposed
scheme can be extended to systems requiring large number of
qubits by purifying the quantum state using a computationally
inexpensive iterative approach24, or by applying quantum
principal component analysis25, or variational quantum state
diagonalization26, we believe that the extension of our proposed
scheme will, in principle, be well suited for the calculation of other
TADF properties such as the energy of higher singlet and triplet

Fig. 1 Molecular structures of the PSPCz molecules. 9-[4-(phenyl-
sulfonyl)-phenyl] 9H-carbazole (PSPCz), 9-[4-(phenylsulfonyl)-2,6-
diflourophenyl] 9H-carbazole (2F-PSPCz), and 9-[4-(phenylsulfonyl)-
2,3,5,6-tetrafluorophenyl] 9H-carbazole(4F-PSPCz).

Fig. 2 Frontier molecular orbitals of the triplet state optimized structures of PSPCz molecules. LUMO (a–c) and HOMO (d–f) orbitals of
PSPCz (a, d), 2F-PSPCz (b, e) and 4F-PSPCz (c, f), respectively.
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excited states and their spin-orbit coupling, which requires the use
of a much larger active space. Moreover, our proposed scheme
can also be utilized for the calculation of other organic electronic
and optical materials. By contrast, the use of the Full CI method is
prohibitive for such simulations on classical hardware.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Descriptions of the VQE, qEOM-VQE, and VQD algorithms
In the VQE method4, the ground state energy of a given molecular
Hamiltonian Ĥ is calculated by minimizing the mean energy, E(θ),

EðθÞ ¼ ΨðθÞh jĤ ΨðθÞj i ; (1)

where Ψ(θ) is a parameterized Ansatz state,

ΨðθÞj i ¼ ÛðθÞ Ψðθ0Þj i ; (2)

with ÛðθÞ the unitary operator of the quantum circuit, and Ψðθ0Þj i
the initial state, which is, in most cases, set to the Hartree–Fock
configuration. In order to obtain the value of E(θ) on quantum
computer, the molecular Hamiltonian Ĥ is written as a spin-based
Hamiltonian,

Ĥ ¼
XM

i¼1
hiP̂i ; (3)

in which every Hamiltonian term P̂i , comprising a Pauli tensor
product, {I, X, Y, Z}, is multiplied by the corresponding Hamiltonian
coefficient, hi. Parameters θ are updated using classical optimiza-
tion techniques in order to minimize E(θ) toward the ground state
energy.
The first excited state provided by the VQD algorithm8 is

calculated by minimizing the cost function

C1ðθÞ ¼ EðθÞ þ β0jhΨðθÞjΨ0ij2 ; (4)

where Ψ0 is the ground state from VQE calculation and β0 is a
suitably chosen weighting parameter6. The second term, called
the overlap term, denotes a state that minimizes the energy under
the constraint that ΨðθÞj i is orthogonal to the ground state. After
the first excited state is obtained, the second excited state is
calculated by minimizing the cost function which is similar to that
of the calculation of the first excited state but includes one

additional overlap term,

C2ðθÞ ¼ C1ðθÞ þ β1jhΨðθÞjΨ1ij2 ; (5)

where Ψ1 is the first excited state from a VQD calculation. This
procedure can be repeated to compute further higher excited
states.
The qEOM-VQE algorithm7 is similar to the conventional EOM-

CCSD method27. The energy differences between excited states
and the ground state, ωn, are calculated by diagonalizing the EOM
Hamiltonian,

Ψ0h j½Ôn; Ĥ; Ô
y
n� Ψ0j i ¼ ωn Ψ0h j½Ôn; Ô

y
n� Ψ0j i ; (6)

where Ôn is an operator transforming the reference configuration
to nth excited state configuration, which is expanded in the
excitation fη̂yαg and adjoint de-excitation fη̂αg pseudo-bosonic
operators up to the double excitation as in the following
equations,

fη̂yαg ¼ fâymâi; âymâynâi âj : i; j 2 occ ; m; n 2 vir g (7)

fη̂αg ¼ fâyi âm; âyj âyi ânâm : i; j 2 occ ; m; n 2 vir g (8)

where each basis operator is constructed as a product of creation
and annihilation Fermi operators, which excites electron(s) from
occupied spin-orbital(s) to unoccupied spin orbitals and, vice versa
during de-excitation. The Hamiltonian and the metric matrices are
transformed into the Pauli basis, which are computed using the
ground state obtained from VQE as the reference state. The ωn are
then obtained from the classical diagonalization of the corre-
sponding eigenvalue equation.

Calculations with the statevector simulator
The energies of the S0, S1, and T1 states calculated by exact
diagonalization (i.e. a full CI calculation for the chosen HOMO and
LUMO active space), and Ry methods using qEOM-VQE and VQD
algorithms with the STO-3G and 6-31G(d) basis sets on the
statevector simulator are shown in Fig. 3.
Similar results are predicted by the use of Ry with the qEOM-

VQE and VQD algorithms for the energies of the S0 state due to
the fact that both algorithms use the VQE method to the 0th
approximation for the ground state.

Fig. 3 Electronic energies of the S0, T1, and S1 states of PSPCz molecules, in Hartree (Ha), and correlations of predicted and experimental
energy gaps, in electronvolts (eV), using the statevector simulator. Energies of a PSPCz, b 2F-PSPCz, and c 4F-PSPCz ground and excited
states from exact diagonalization, qEOM and VQD calculations with the statevector simulator using the STO-3G (represented by bars) and 6-
31G(d) basis sets (represented by circles). d Correlations between ΔEST from spectra experiments and exact diagonalization, qEOM-VQE and
VQD calculations on the statevector simulator using the STO-3G and 6-31G(d) basis sets.
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Although qEOM-VQE and VQD use different strategies to
calculate excited states, both predict very similar energies for
the S1 and T1 states. Both qEOM-VQE and VQD calculations predict
energies that reproduce those predicted by exact diagonalization.
These results imply that both the qEOM-VQE and VQD algorithms
can accurately predict of excited state energies of TADF emitters.
As suggested by the data in Fig. 3, predicted excited state

energies are basis set dependent. The S1 state is increasingly
lowered by increasing the number of fluorine substituents
contained in phenylcarbazole on going from PSPCz to 2F-PSPCz
and then to 4F-PSPCz for the STO-3G basis set. Interestingly, while
the energy of the T1 state increases by changing from PSPCz to
the more electron-deficient 2F-PSPCz containing two fluorine
substituents, the energy of this state is unresponsive when
changing from 2F-PSPCz to the even more electron-deficient 4F-
PSPCz.
In contrast, very different behavior was observed for simulations

involving the 6-31G(d) basis set. The energies of both the S1 and T1
states are lowered by changing from PSPCz to 2F-PSPCz, while the
energy of the T1 state is raised for 4F-PSPCz in comparison to 2F-
PSPCz. Notably, the ΔEST gaps calculated by using the STO-3G
basis set for computations on PSPCz, 2F-PSPCz, and 4F-PSPCz are
predicted to be 2.54 eV (93 mHa), 1.08 eV (41 mHa) and 0.25 eV
(9 mHa), respectively. These are much larger than relative energies
predicted by using the 6-31G(d) basis set which are 0.86 eV (31
mHa), 0.50 eV (18 mHa) and 0.0055 eV (0.2 mHa), respectively.
Direct comparison between laboratory experiments and simula-

tions can be obtained by comparing the ΔEST obtained from
fluorescence spectra measured at room temperature and phos-
phorescence spectra measured at 77 K20 with values predicted by
exact diagonalization and with Ry used with the qEOM-VQE and
VQD algorithms. As shown in Fig. 3d, although ΔEST gaps
predicted by calculations with STO-3G provide good correlation
with values obtained from experiments, the predictions are
approximately an order of magnitude larger than those found in
the experiment. Much better agreement can be observed
between values calculated with 6-31G(d) and experimental data,
with calculations predicting energies that are ~0.4 eV (15 mHa)
larger than experimental values. Note that the experimental value
of ΔEST for 4F-PSPCz is −0.4 eV (−15 mHa); this could be due to
the fact that the energies of S1 and T1 were experimentally
determined at different temperatures.
Note that when S1 and T1 are well-described by the HOMO-

LUMO excitation, T1 has covalent character and S1 has ionic
character, and, consequently, smaller comparative dynamic
electron correlation (i.e. the correlation between the active and
inactive space). Therefore, the energy gap between T1 and S1
without dynamic electron correlation (for example, as represented
by CI singles) should be larger than the exact value. Although the
dynamic correlation is missing from the computational model
used in this study, we believe that quantitatively reliable
predictions of ΔEST are obtained by our approach because of
the energetically close dynamic correlation contributions in the T1
and S1 states of the chemically similar TADF molecules. Moreover,
the excellent linear correlation between the calculated and
experimental ΔEST also indicates the reliability of the
computational model.
Overall, these results demonstrate that quantum computations

performed with the qEOM-VQE or VQD algorithms utilizing the Ry
Ansatz and the 6-31G(d) basis set on the HOMO-LUMO active
space is an adequate method for predicting the ΔEST of the PSPCz
molecules of interest.

Description of the readout mitigation and state tomography
techniques
An adequate error mitigation approach must be applied to obtain
an accurate ground state for use as a reference state to accurately

compute excited state energies on a quantum device with the
qEOM-VQE and VQD algorithms. Here we have applied the
readout error mitigation and quantum state tomography techni-
ques to ground states computed with VQE. This was followed by
an examination of energies and the optimized θ parameters of the
Ry Ansatz to determine whether results yielded by mitigation
approaches are in good agreement with those generated by exact
diagonalization.
For simplicity, we have used a 2 qubit system here to illustrate

how we have applied readout error mitigation and quantum state
tomography techniques to the molecular Hamiltonian of Eq. (3).
The readout mitigation approach implemented in Qiskit involves
measurement of the expectation values of every Pauli term in the
molecular Hamiltonian, a 2 qubit circuit was first defined and
states 00j i; 01j i; 10j i and 11j i were prepared on the quantum
device. The measurement results from the basis states
00j i; 01j i; 10j i and 11j i was then used to define a matrix, M,
which rotates from an ideal set of counts to one affected by
measurement noise. This is done by simply taking the measure-
ment counts results for 00j i, normalizing it so that all elements
sum to one, and then using it as the first column of the matrix M.
The next column is similarly defined by the counts obtained for

01j i, and so on. The measurement error is reduced by assuming
that Cideal is the measurement result without noise and Cnoisy is
approximately equal to applying M−1 to the results of the
measurement of the expectation values of every Pauli term as
shown in the following equation

Cideal ’ M�1Cnoisy : (9)

To apply state tomography to the molecular Hamiltonian, we
first obtained the density matrix, ρfinal, by performing state
tomography on the final results from the VQE calculation. This
requires 16 Pauli elements (i.e. σμ⊗ σν, σμ, σν∈ {I, X, Y, Z} for a 2
qubit system. Since I and Z commute, the expectation values for
Pauli elements which include I and Z operators can be evaluated
from a single measurement and consequently, the 16 Pauli
elements can be divided into nine sub-groups, i.e. {I⊗ I, I⊗ Z, Z⊗
I, Z⊗ Z}, {I⊗ X, Z⊗ X}, {X⊗ I, X⊗ Z}, {I⊗ Y, Z⊗ Y}, {Y⊗ I, Y⊗ Z}, {X
⊗ X}, {X⊗ Y} and {Y⊗ X}. Next, by diagonalizing this density matrix
of ρfinal, we obtain the eigenstate λ0j i corresponding to the
dominant eigenvalue, λ0, which indicates the purity of the
quantum state of ρfinal. Finally, the energy calculated at the final
VQE step is corrected as λ0h jĤ λ0j i. Moreover, λ0j i can be used to
correct the values of θ in the corresponding Ψ(θ) by assuming that

ΨðθÞideal
� ��Ĥ ΨðθÞideal

�� � ’ λ0h jĤ λ0j i : (10)

qEOM-VQE calculations on the ibmq_boeblingen quantum
device
The energies of the S0 ground states of the PSPCz, 2F-PSPCz, and
4F-PSPCz molecules computed with the Ry Ansatz using the VQE
algorithm on the ibmq_boeblingen device, with and without error
mitigation approaches, are shown in Fig. 4a–c. VQE calculations
without error mitigation yields energies that are about 13 mHa
higher than exact values. This difference is improved to about 6
mHa by the use of readout error mitigation. The use of quantum
state tomography yields energies that are within 1 mHa of the
exact values and is, therefore an even more accurate approach
than readout error mitigation.
These results suggest that errors generated by performing noisy

VQE calculations arise from a combination of readout error and
decoherence noise. While readout error can be reduced by
application of either readout error mitigation and quantum state
tomography, the decoherence noise (which is mainly due to
depolarization) can only be corrected by quantum state
tomography.
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We also undertook an examination of the effect of error
mitigation approaches on the accuracy of excited state energies
predicted by the use of the Ry Ansatz with the qEOM-VQE
algorithm for the carbazoles of interest to this study. Figure 4a–c
and Table I (Supplementary Information) show that energies of
excited states obtained from qEOM-VQE/Ry without error mitiga-
tion approaches are 3, 5, and 17 mHa larger than energies
obtained by exact diagonalization for the PSPCz, 2F-PSPCz, and
4F-PSPCz molecules, respectively. These results indicate that the
qEOM-VQE algorithm overestimates the energies of S1 or T1 states
without error mitigation being applied.
Note that in particular, when the energies of the S1 and T1 states

are almost identical as exemplified by 4F-PSPCz, the deviation of
the predicted energy of S1 from the exact value is much larger
than that exhibited by PSPCz and 2F-PSPCz, for differences in ΔEST
are larger. This is due to the fact that when excited states are
almost degenerate, the accuracy of predicting the corresponding
excited state becomes very sensitive to the value of the matrix
elements in the qEOM eigenvalue equation in Eq. (6) since it
approaches zero.
When readout error mitigation is applied to the ground state

computed with VQE alone without application to measurements
of the matrix elements provided by the EOM, only marginal
improvement is observed for the error of the energy computed for
2F-PSPCz, but the errors increase for calculations involving PSPCz
and 4F-PSPCz. In contrast, applying readout error mitigation to
both the energy of ground state computed with VQE/Ry and to
measurements of the matrix elements provided by EOM improves
the accuracy of excited state energies compared to calculations
without readout error mitigation.
Notably, the largest observed difference between the excited

state energy computed by the qEOM-VQE algorithm and by exact
diagonalization was 17 mHa, found for calculations involving 4F-
PSPCz; this value improves to 1 mHa after inclusion of readout
error mitigation to both the VQE and qEOM-VQE calculations
involving the ground and excited states, respectively. These
results suggest that failure to accurately compute values of the
matrix elements of the EOM is one of the main factors that
contribute to the deviation of qEOM-VQE excited state energies
from those predicted by exact diagonalization.

The best predictions of excited state energies were found by
applying quantum state tomography techniques to obtain an
accurate ground state from VQE calculations, and then applying
this reference state to the readout error mitigated measurement
of the matrix elements of the EOM for the excited states obtained
from the qEOM-VQE algorithm. This procedure results in energies
that are within 3 mHa of those obtained by the use of exact
diagonalization.
These are emphasized by comparison of the ΔEST of the PSPCz

molecules obtained from qEOM-VQE calculations performed on
ibmq_boeblingen with results obtained from laboratory experi-
ments (Fig. 4d and Table S1). For calculations performed without
error mitigation approaches, good agreement was observed
between experiment and computational predictions involving
PSPCz and 2F-PSPCz, but a larger value of ΔEST was predicted for
4F-PSPCz than was found in experiment. Unfortunately, the use of
readout error mitigation for the VQE calculation of the ground
state did not result in improvement of the predicted ΔEST of any of
the phenylcarbazole molecules. However, a much better predic-
tion of the ΔEST was obtained by applying readout error mitigation
to the measurements of the matrix elements of the EOM.
This conclusion is further bolstered by the fact that the

application of quantum state tomography techniques to ground
states predicted by VQE resulted in excellent agreement between
computational predictions of ΔEST and experiments for all the
examined PSPCz molecules. Overall, these results indicate that the
best results are obtained by applying quantum state tomography
techniques to the ground state computed with VQE and applying
readout error mitigation to the measurements of the matrix
elements of the EOM for qEOM-VQE computations of excited
states.
Although both protocols involving the application of readout

error mitigation and state tomography techniques to the
molecular Hamiltonian can be easily extended to the n qubit
system, performing state tomography requires 3n circuit mea-
surements in the Pauli basis while performing readout mitigation
requires construction of a calibration matrix by using all the
circuit measurements of 2n basis states. We note that elegant
methods have recently been proposed to address the issue that
the computational cost of the number of measurements grows

Fig. 4 Electronic energies, in milliHartrees (mHa), of ground and excited states of PSPCz molecules, and correlations of predicted and
experimental energy gaps, in eV. Energies of the a S0, b T1, and c S1 states predicted by VQE and qEOM-VQE on ibmq_boeblingen in
comparison to exact diagonalization. d Correlations between ΔEST for the PSPCz molecules from spectral experiments and qEOM-VQE
calculations with the Ry Ansatz using the 6-31G(d) basis set. (nm non-mitigated, rom readout error mitigation, qst quantum state tomography).
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rapidly with the qubit size. For example, a method based on the
correlated Markovian noise model can maximally reduce the
number of circuit measurements to n+ 2 in order to construct
the calibration matrix for readout mitigation28. In addition, a
method can be applied to reduce the number of circuit
measurements of state tomography from order M to log ðMÞ by
using the mathematical theory of unitary t-design to produce the
quantum state from random sampled measurements29. Finally, a
method has been proposed to lower the number of circuit
measurements of state tomography by exploiting symmetries of
the quantum state30.

VQD calculations on ibmq_singapore
Using the VQD method for calculating excited states of tested
TADF emitters on the statevector simulator shows great promise,
but, in principle, such VQD calculations are fundamentally limited
when using quantum devices due to the fact that the device noise
influences the overlap term required for excited state computa-
tion, as well as the molecular Hamiltonian term used to calculate
the energy of excited states. The following illustrates severe
limitations in computing overlap and molecular Hamiltonian terms
for the TADF molecules on quantum devices, and how error
mitigation approaches overcome these limitations.

Fig. 5 VQD iterations for calculations of 2F-PSPCz with the SPSA optimizer on ibmq_singapore. a T1 using the unpurified reference state,
b T1 using the reference state purified by quantum state tomography, c S1 using the unpurified reference state (d) S1 using the reference state
purified by quantum state tomography.

Fig. 6 Electronic energies of ground and excited states of PSPCz molecules, in mHa, by VQD on ibmq_singapore, and correlations of
predicted and experimental energy gaps, in eV. Energies of the T1 and S1 excited states (shown in red and blue, respectively) of (a) PSPCz, (b)
2F-PSPCz, and (c) 4F-PSPCz obtained from VQD calculations on ibmq_singapore in comparison to predictions by exact diagonalization. d
Correlations between ΔEST from spectral experiments and VQD calculations with the Ry Ansatz on ibmq_singapore using the 6-31G(d) basis set.
(nm non-mitigated; qst quantum state tomography; H: Hamiltonian).
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Figure 5 and Table S1 compares excited state energies of 2F-
PSPCz using VQD calculation protocols using reference states
obtained by purifying VQD results with quantum state tomogra-
phy and those left unpurified.
The values of the overlap term for the first excited state, T1, with

unpurified and purified reference states converges to similar
values, ~ 0.04, indicating that VQD satisfactorily computes the
excited state. On the other hand, the excited state energy
obtained by the calculation using the unpurified reference state
shown in Fig. 5a is 20 mHa higher than the exact value, in contrast
to that obtained by using the purified reference state shown in
Fig. 5b which is only 8 mHa higher.
These results indicate that the excited state computed by using

the purified reference state possesses more fidelity with the
ground state than that obtained by using the unpurified reference
state. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5c, the use of the unpurified
reference state leads to energies of the second excited state, S1,
that can be as large as 88 mHa higher than the exact energies
obtained with FCI, whereas Fig. 5d shows that the use of the
purified reference state results in S1 energies that are only 12 mHa
larger than the exact energies. These results show that a large
overlap term can lead to large errors for calculations involving
quantum states that have not been purified by quantum state
tomography.
Further analyses of the profiles based on their initial behavior

shows differences that are dependent on the initial starting state.
Figure 5a and b show that the energy profiles derived from
simulation of the T1 state using purified and unpurified reference
states are initially quite similar. In contrast, the energy profile
derived from simulation of the S1 state by using the purified
reference state in Fig. 5d is initially closer to the exact value of the
T1 state in comparison to simulation of the S1 state by using the
unpurified reference state shown in Fig. 5c. This difference is due
to the fact that the energy profiles of the T1 and S1 states
computed by the VQD algorithm are initially computed using the
S0 and T1 states, respectively. Figure 5a and b were computed by
using S0 as the initial state comprised of a Hamiltonian without an
overlap term. In contrast, the energy profile shown in Fig. 5d was
computed by using T1 as the initial state comprising a Hamiltonian
with overlap term and that in Fig. 5c was not. Since the overlap
term greatly influences the calculation of T1, the energy at the
beginning of VQD is different for Fig. 5c and d. However, since
there is no overlap term for calculations of the energy profiles of
S0, the energy at the beginning of VQD is very similar for Fig. 5a
and b. These results indicate that for calculations of higher-lying
excited states, the energy differences between the initial state
obtained from VQD calculations using purified and unpurified
reference states will become even larger.
Analysis of the data in Fig. 5a–c also suggests that the accuracy

of VQD calculations may be invariant to changes in the level of
excited state when quantum states purified by quantum
tomography are used, which supports our contention that
quantum states purified by quantum state tomography are very
close to the exact state.
Next, we used the purified reference state to investigate excited

state energies estimated by the molecular Hamiltonians of PSPCz,
2F-PSPCz, and 4F-PSPCz as shown in Fig. 6a–c and Table S1.
Without error mitigation, device noise causes the energies of
computed excited states to deviate from exact values by 8, 12, and
15 mHa for PSPCz, 2F-PSPCz, and 4F-PSPCz, respectively. Error
mitigation using state tomography improves these deviations to 0,
2, and 4 mHa for PSPCz, 2F-PSPCz, and 4F-PSPCz, respectively,
signifying the effectiveness of this technique to correct errors
obtained by using VQD.
Figure 6d shows comparisons of ΔEST from experimental data

with results computed with VQD. These results demonstrate that
unmitigated results deviate from experiment. For example, the
experimental ΔEST gaps follow the trend: PSPCz > 2F-PSPCz > 4F-

PSPCz, whereas the computed ΔEST exhibits the following order:
2F-PSPCz > PSPCz > 4F-PSPCz. On the other hand, when state
tomography is used, computed ΔEST gaps were found to be in
good agreement with the experimental data. These results
suggest that VQD calculations that utilize the state tomography
technique reliably predicts ΔEST of TADF emitters. Overall, the state
tomography technique successfully calculates both overlap and
molecular Hamiltonian terms on quantum devices to reproduce
exact energies of excited states, and reliably predicts experimental
values of ΔEST gaps.

Concluding statements
To summarize, excited states of three phenylsulfonyl-carbazole
TADF emitters used in OLED display were investigated by qEOM-
VQE and VQD calculations using an active space of HOMO and
LUMO on the statevector simulator and IBM Quantum devices.
Calculations performed with the qEOM-VQE and VQD algorithms
on the statevector simulator accurately reproduced the results
from exact diagonalization and provided reliable prediction of
ΔEST which are in good agreement with experiments. These results
show that the qEOM-VQE and VQD algorithms are accurate and
can be reliably used to develop a fundamental understanding of
the relation between structural variation and energies of excited
states that could aid in the design of TADF emitters.
Results from qEOM-VQE and VQD calculations on IBM Quantum

devices show that noise significantly limits the accuracy of
predicted values of excited states. The excited energies were
predicted to differ from exact values by as much as 16 and 88
mHa by simulations performed with the qEOM-VQE and VQD
algorithms, respectively. A new practical scheme that utilizes
quantum state tomography was used to calculate excited states
on quantum devices. By using this scheme, excited state energies
from both qEOM-VQE and VQD calculations could be computed
that are within 4 mHa of energies obtained by exact diagonaliza-
tion and the corresponding singlet-triplet gaps, ΔEST, are in good
agreement with experimental data. We note that our work is the
first validated study of excited states using the VQD method which
is an extension of VQE. This work has highlighted the utility of
evaluating excited states with state tomography on quantum
devices.

METHODS
Classical precomputations
Four computational steps were performed in order to evaluate the
electronic transitions between the singlet and triplet excited states of the
PSPCz molecules: (i) structural optimization on classical architecture, (ii)
computation of ground state (GS) energies on quantum simulators and
quantum devices utilizing the HOMO-LUMO active space, (iii) error
mitigation applied to ground state energies obtained from quantum
devices, and (iv) computation of the first singlet and triplet excited states
(S1 and T1), using quantum simulators and quantum devices.
Optimized geometries of the first triplet excited state (T1) of all PSPCz

molecules were generated using time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) routines
contained in the Gaussian 16 computational suite of programs31 with the
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d) method and basis set. To avoid the instability of the
excited states calculation in TDDFT, the Tamm-Dancoff approximation
(TDA)32, which has been reported to be accurate for the calculation of
singlet and triplet excited states of a wide range of organic molecular
systems33,34 was employed for all TDDFT calculations. For the sake of
simplicity, the optimized geometries of the T1 excited states were used for
both the S1 and T1 excited states based on the fact that the HOMO-LUMO
overlap (i.e. exchange integral) in TADF molecules is so small that the
properties of the S1 and T1 states should be quite similar, except for the
spin component, and the structures of these excited states should also be
similar.
The HOMO and LUMO were chosen as the active space for calculating

the ground state (S0), and S1 and T1 excited states of the PSPCz molecules
because these orbitals are spatially fairly well-separated21 as shown in Fig.
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2, and both the S1 and T1 states can be well described by a transition
arising from the HOMO, with atomic orbitals localized on the carbazole
moiety, to the LUMO, with atomic orbitals localized on the diarylsulfone
(ArSO2Ar-) moieties. Moreover, TDDFT calculations indicated that transi-
tions from the ground state to the S1 and T1 states are dominated by
excitations from the HOMO to the LUMO indicating that using an active
space comprising the HOMO and LUMO can provide a reasonable
description of the transitions, in agreement with previous studies21.
With the HOMO and LUMO orbitals selected, the vector in the

configurational interaction space of the molecular Hamiltonian consists
of four configurations: (i) the singly excited state, (ii) the Hartree–Fock
reference state, (iii) the doubly excited state, and (iv) the singly excited
state, which is the spin-swapped counterpart of (i). Through application of
the particle-hole Hamiltonian transformation, two-qubit reduction, and
parity transformation, we obtain a spin-based molecular Hamiltonian Ĥ,
which is represented as

H ¼ hII I � I þ hZI ðZ � I � I � ZÞ
þ hZZ Z � Z þ hXX X � X

þ hXI ðX � I þ I � X þ X � Z � Z � XÞ ;
(11)

where {I, X, Y, Z} are the Pauli tensor product and h is the corresponding
Hamiltonian coefficient. The values of the latter quantities for each TADF
molecule are provided in Table S2 in the Supplementary Information. The
S1 and T1 states are obtained by the exact diagonalization of the active
space Hamiltonian. Calculations that follow reproduce the results of exact
diagonalization by using different quantum algorithms and error mitiga-
tion techniques on the quantum simulator and on the quantum device.

Quantum simulations
Calculations were performed to obtain ground state energies on quantum
simulators and devices by utilizing the VQE algorithm and the Ry heuristic
Ansatz with a circuit depth equal to 1 comprising a circuit as shown in Fig.
7. Energies were computed using the STO-3G minimal basis set and the
split-level double zeta basis set 6-31G(d). The parity mapping technique35

which allows the number of qubits to be reduced by two, was used to map
molecular spin-orbitals to qubits. The Aqua module contained in Qiskit
version 0.1436 with an interface to the PySCF37 program was used for all
VQE calculations.
Those simulations were performed with the statevector simulator

contained in the Aer module of Qiskit which simulates the ideal execution
of a quantum circuit without the presence of noise, and with the 20 qubit
ibmq_boeblingen and ibmq_singapore quantum devices. The statevector
simulator computes wave functions and expectation values exactly, by
means of linear algebra operations. The Sequential Least SQuares
Programming (SLSQP) method38, which uses the exact gradient for energy
minimization and has been found to provide accurate predictions without
noise present39, was used for calculations using the statevector simulator.
The Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA)
method40,41, which is a good optimizer in the presence of noise42, was
used for calculations on quantum devices.
The readout error mitigation and quantum state tomography techni-

ques provided in Qiskit were used to mitigate errors in the generation of
variational parameters, θ, and ground-state energies. The four basis states
of the two-qubit system were measured for the readout error mitigation
technique. A vector with the probability for the four basis states was
created for every measurement, and the combination of all four-vectors
resulted in the formation of a 4 × 4 matrix from which a calibration matrix
was generated by least-squares fitting. The calibration matrix was applied
to the measurement of Pauli terms in the VQE calculation to correct the

energy value of ground state. The values of θ in Ry were then calculated
using a classical optimizer.
The ground state energy in the quantum state tomography technique is

refined by computing the expectation value of the Hamiltonian with
respect to the obtained pure state. Equation (10) assumes that θ values of
Ry, corresponding to the purified ground state, were determined by fitting
the vector of the Ansatz to the purified maximum eigenstate. Figure 7
shows that the Ry circuit for the two-qubit system produces an output state
that can be represented as a linear combination of the four basis states
00j i, 01j i, 10j i and 11j i, with coefficients given by Eqs. (1)–(4) of the
Supplementary Information.
Note that 300 iterations were performed without error mitigation prior

to application of the readout error mitigation or quantum state
tomography techniques to obtain a quantum state which is close to the
ground state generated without noise. Optimized parameters obtained
from VQE without error mitigation was used as the initial state for VQE
calculations combined with readout error mitigation, and the optimized
wavefunction was determined by using previously published protocols42.
The optimized wavefunction obtained from the use of quantum state
tomography was determined by using the density matrix of the final result
obtained from VQE without error mitigation contained in the tomography
module of the Ignis element of Qiskit.
The optimized wavefunction found by application of the readout error

mitigation and quantum state tomography techniques to ground states
computed with VQE were used to compute the energies of the S1 and T1
excited states by the use of the qEOM-VQE7 and VQD8,39 algorithms. The
values of matrix elements of the EOM (equation of motion) were computed
on quantum devices using the qEOM-VQE algorithm with the GS obtained
from VQE as the reference state. The matrix was then diagonalized on a
classical computer and the first and second eigenvalues regarded as the
energies of the T1 and S1 states relative to the S0 ground state. qEOM-VQE
calculations were performed using the statevector simulator and on the
ibmq_boeblingen quantum device.
VQD calculations were performed using the statevector simulator and on

the ibmq_singapore quantum device. For VQD calculations using the
statevector simulator, the T1 and S1 states were specified by adding the
expectation value of the total spin ΨðθÞh jŜ2 ΨðθÞj i as a penalty term to the
cost function39 and the ground state obtained from VQE used as both the
initial state and the reference state. However, this penalty term was not
used for VQD calculations on quantum devices due to the effect of noise
on the accuracy of predicted expectation values. Instead, the GS obtained
from VQE was used as the initial reference state as usual, to perform a VQD
calculation to obtain the first excited state, T1, which was in turn used as
the initial state, and then both S0 and T1 were used as reference states in
another VQD calculation to obtain the second excited state, S1. We note
the computational cost of measurement can be further reduced by using
spin symmetry to simplify the wave functions which was proposed in the
literature30.
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